Use the Meeting App and Get the Most out of the 2014 Annual Meeting

Now everything you need to manage your time at the Meeting is available on your phone or mobile device.

Put away your pen and paper: The 2014 Annual Meeting app gives you the power to make the most of your time out of the office.

View the technical program down to the paper level. Rate sessions. Search the exhibitors. Plan your schedule. Find a room. Even share your Meeting experience through your favorite social media channel. The app’s full functionality allows you to do all this and more. And because it’s online it’s always up-to-date. See the back of this flyer for details on specific functionality.

Get and install the app before sessions start on Sunday.

Get it on

The App is available on the Apple App store (for iOS devices) and Google Play store (for Android-powered devices). Blackberry users can use the web version of the app over a regular cellular connection.

(over for more information)
Look What You can do with the 2014 Annual Meeting App

PLAN YOUR SCHEDULE

The app allows you to build a schedule of the events you plan to attend. Here’s how:

1. Add events with one touch by tapping the star in the session’s directory or the star in the upper right-hand corner of the desired session page.

2. Removing a session or event is just as easy. Simply reach that session through the directory, the session page or the My Schedule page and tap the star again to clear it.

3. Or add an event with manual entry. Tap the plus sign within the My Schedule icon at the top right to manually create an entry.

FIND YOUR WAY AROUND THE MEETING

Ancillary Events – lists committee meetings and other events not listed in the technical program

Floor Plans and Exhibitor Layout – find the rooms and exhibitors you’re looking for

List of sponsors – meet the sponsors of the 2014 Annual Meeting

List of exhibitors – see what firms are exhibiting

Local Places – Things to do in Atlanta. The 2014 Annual Meeting App has an extensive list of things to do and services available in the Atlanta metro area

RATE SESSIONS AND INDIVIDUAL PRESENTATIONS

Give your feedback on the sessions you’ve attended and the presentations you’ve heard. To do so, simply find the session/presentation you attended and click on “Action” tab and select the “Rate Session” button. There are four quick questions and a space for you to leave more detailed comments. Your ratings and comments will help guide AIChE in making next year’s Meeting even better.

SHARE YOUR MEETING EXPERIENCE THROUGH YOUR FAVORITE SOCIAL MEDIA CHANNEL

Use the 2014 Annual Meeting App to access Social Media including:

Twitter – View all tweets related to the meeting and write a tweet from within the app using the hashtag #AIChEAnnual

Flickr – See up-to-date photos of all major events from the meeting

Videos – View interviews with key speakers

BROWSE THE TECHNICAL CONTENT OF THE MEETING

The app allows you to view the technical content through a number of views:

Technical Sessions – view by date or topic - view the featured, young professionals or student events

Abstracts – see the supplied description of the paper

Speakers – look for speakers you’re most interested in hearing

Rapid Fire Presentations – see which posters are being delivered as rapid fire presentations

Student Events – find sessions and events in the Annual Student Conference
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